
GIRL GIANT
MONKEY KINGAND

THE

DISCUSSION GUIDE

1.  Thom imagines Kathy Joon would look “so cool” in a Korean dress, but thinks wearing her own Vietnamese áo dài for Culture Day will be  
embarrassing. Why do you think Thom believes others’ differences are cool but can’t extend that same acceptance to herself ?

2.  Before Ma takes Thom to the Thien Than Temple, they have an argument about culture, identity, and pride. What are the arguments on each 
side, and who do you agree with? Do you understand where each of them is coming from?

3.  What is the significance of the scenes in the junkyard when Thom lifts cars or in the Mountain of a Hundred Giants when she arm-wrestles the 
demons? What does using her strength in these moments teach her?

4.  In the Mountain sanctuary, Thom tells the Monkey King she wants to be normal. What do you think she meant by “normal” at this moment?

5.  Morality and goodness are not binary in this novel. In what ways is the demon-god Monkey King both good and bad?

6.  At the end of the novel, we learn that Thom is the Boy Giant’s daughter. Did you suspect Thom’s Ba wasn’t ordinary? If so, what clues lead you 
to believe this?

7.  Did you expect the Monkey King to turn on Thom? What was your reaction to finding out he lied about being able to take Thom’s strength 
away?

8.  At the beginning of the book, Thom doesn’t accept her strength or culture. Think of a moment where Thom accepted the things that make her 
different and discuss how her relationship to her culture and unique abilities changes over the course of the novel.

About the author: Van Hoang earned her bachelor’s 
degree in English at the University of New Mexico and her master’s in 
library information science at San Jose State University. She was born in 
Vietnam, grew up in Orange County, California, and now resides in Los 
Angeles with her husband, kid, and two dogs.

About the book: Eleven-year-old Thom Ngoh is keeping a secret: She’s 
strong. Like, suuuuper strong. Freakishly strong. And it’s making it impossible for 
Thom to fit in at her new middle school. In a desperate bid to get rid of her super 
strength, she makes a deal with the Monkey King, a powerful deity and legendary 
trickster. Thom will help him get back his magical staff if he’ll take away her strength. 
Soon she is swept up in a centuries-old world where demons, dragons, and Jade prin-
cesses actually exist. But Thom quickly discovers that magic can’t cure everything, 
and dealing with the trickster god might be more trouble than it’s worth.
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And don’t miss the second book, 

QUESTIONS


